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Message From Your Editors

W e hope this issue of The Recorder

finds you enjoying spring, as evidenced

by Westminster Canterbury’s display of both

beautiful flowers and blooming trees. We celebrate

this season and are pleased to provide you a

variety of articles in both subject matter and

length. 

As you read Jeff Wilson’s report on his

experience with snow, you may confirm your

gratitude that winter is behind us. COVID-19 still

lingers around us but, if cautious, we can interact

more with each other. The cheetah that resides on

the third floor of Creekside has removed his mask,

and we thank Kay Gantt for letting us know that

his name is Clyd and for sharing how he came

into her life. Annette Loschert inspires us to hope

for 2021 to be a year far different from 2020. 

Sue Haugan and Tippie DeLeo give us a

glimpse into their lives when growing up; Sue in

California and Tippie in Texas. Marion Kelly tells

us about the trauma a divorcee can experience

when asked as an adult to go out on a date. 

We have articles from both of the Solyoms.

Tony shares an experience he had working as a

psychiatrist. Gwen is one of three contributors

who highlight life at WC. She beautifully weaves

together the Nature Trail, meditation and a string

of pearls. Doris Cann relays a story on an unusual

friendship at WC.  Dick Hiner enlightens us on the

history of ham radios and suggests that the

number of resident licensed operators at WC can

increase from its current three. 

Our faithful book reviewer, Connie Sowa, now

lives in the state of Washington but is still reading

and sharing her recommendations on books we

might enjoy. Thank you, Connie. Martha Wilson,

as in previous issues, provides us with additional

possibilities of interesting reading with the latest

on books housed in the Strickler Library.
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W hile I was still living in the Greely

house, my marriage fell apart. I had

a little job (my first tenuous return to the work

force), two good friends who had counseled me

through the demise of my marriage, and my

shattered self-esteem. The only positive outcome

of the marriage was my three pretty good kids,

one of them out of the nest in college, the other

two fledglings there with me. My hard and fast

rule, inherited from my mother and my

grandmother, was all eating must be done at the

table. As a result, my kids, usually eating, spent

a lot of time at the kitchen table, an old round

oak table situated in front of a bay window. We

were there, Ann and I, when the phone rang.

I answered and a man’s voice said, “Is this

Marion? This is George Kelly and we met last

week at the civic association meeting.” (I was

corresponding secretary of the West Springfield

Civic Association.) He went on to say, “I would

like to take you out to dinner some evening.”

Gee whiz! I was overwhelmed. I gulped and

answered, “That’s a date, isn’t it?” “Yes, I guess

it is,” he replied. With which, I said, “Well, um,

I hadn’t thought anything about dating, and I

just don’t know.”

He very kindly responded, “You compose

yourself, think about it, and I will call you back

tomorrow.” I said, “OK,” happy to get off the

phone.

Ann looked over at me and said, “You

didn’t handle that very well, Mom.” I agreed

and tried to defend myself, then “He’ll probably

not call back.” “Oh, he will,” she said, “and I

think you should go.”

I muttered quietly, “We’ll see,” as I thought

what a dilemma! I was pleased, flattered even

that someone wanted to have dinner with me

but terrified of the actuality. If he called back

what would I say, and if he did and I agreed,

Lord!

I reported all this to my two friends, my

counselors: the call, how unprepared I was and

how poorly I did, but that he said he would call

back. “You fool, he’ll never call back,” one told

me. But he did.

Next evening, he called and inquired what I

had decided about dating. I began to answer,

and he said, “Look, why don’t I come over

there this evening at 7, scoop you up; I know a

nice place near you; we could have dinner, and I

would have you home by 9:30.”

“Well, all right, 7 o’clock,” was all I was

able to say. Then I started to compose myself

and began to figure out what to wear…

The “place” was a little Hungarian

The Beginning
by Marion Kelly
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restaurant in Annandale, Virginia, and there was

a roving violinist. I remember I ordered stuffed

cabbage. He was such a nice person, and we

talked easily about our children, our pets. My

pet at the time was turning out to be a big

problem, and I had just about decided to return

him to where I got him. (Sorry, he was just not

working out). George had a cat named Shilom,

a gift from his daughter who was leaving for

Israel to work for a year on an apple kibbutz.

On the drive home he asked me about my

marriage, “Is there any chance of a rapprochement?”

using the French pronouncement. I did not know

French but could interpret the question and gave him

a firm “No.”

Then he said he had friends who lived

downtown on Maine Avenue and they had

invited him to dinner on Saturday and he could

bring a friend. Would I like to go? I said, “Yes.”

Once home I reviewed my performance,

decided I had done OK, remembered he had

blue eyes and wore glasses. I found I was

looking forward to the second date on Saturday.

My counselors were all ears the next day

when I recounted the details of my date: the

Hungarian restaurant with the roving violinist,

our easy conversation. “You know, I think he’s

Jewish.” With a name like George Kelly, “No”

one said. I told them about the cat named

Shilom, the apple kibbutz daughter, after all he

was from New York, but they held fast to “no

way.” When I finished telling the news of the

Saturday date, they were flabbergasted.

Saturday rolled around and George arrived

at 3 o’clock for the drive to Maine Avenue and

the evening with his friends. They turned out to

be a delightfully interesting couple, she a former

Catholic nun. It was an unseasonably nice

January day and we walked along Maine

Avenue, the marina, waterfront restaurants, the

fish market, all the charm of old Washington.

We finished up at their condo for a delicious

dinner and an evening of fascinating

conversation.

It was the end of a perfect day, and I was

being driven home by this really nice guy who

seemed to think I was kind of special – suddenly

my heart was singing.

And so, began my 46 wonderful years with

George. Not all the days were perfect, but most

of them were.
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The Cat And The Bat
(Loosely based on the Truth, by Doris Cann)

O nce upon a time, there was a Little Ol’

Lady who had a beloved cat. The Little

Ol’ Lady threw herself a birthday party every

10 years. However, this year, she was 80 years

old! “Oh, my goodness,” she exclaimed to

herself. “Since I am getting old, I had better

move where I can be cared for when I need it!”

So she and her beloved cat made

arrangements and moved to a retirement

center nearby. During the day, the cat sat in

the hall just outside their door, watching all

the happenings. At times, he would go in, eat,

love his mistress, go to the bathroom, and

back out, so he would not miss anything.

At night, he would run out the front door

and wait for his friend, the bat. They would

run and play ‘til they got tired. The bat would

then fly up a tall tree, wrap the claws on his

back legs around the tallest tree branch, and

go to sleep. The cat would dash back in, love

his mistress some more, curl up beside her

and go to sleep, too.

But one night, the cat did not come out to

play. The bat anxiously waited for his friend

all night. He waited several nights. One

morning the bat flew to the front door to

wait, but his friend did not come AGAIN!

The bat was so upset he wanted to cry! So,

the next time the door opened, the bat flew in

and flew near the floor, smelling the cat’s scent.

When he could no longer smell his friend, he

stopped, folded his wings around himself, and

waited. He just knew the cat would come in the

hall and they could run to the front door, and

out to play the night away. He waited and waited.

Then a tall man came into the hall with his

big, beautiful dog. The bat anxiously asked the

man if he knew where the cat was. The man

answered sadly that the cat had suddenly died.

The Little Ol’ Lady had scattered the cat’s ashes

at the pet scatter garden. “Oh, my!” The bat was

really upset and did begin to cry! How was he

ever going to be able to live or enjoy life again! 

Just then, the bat heard loud talking coming

toward him. Loud talking scared him so much

that he flew back out the front door as fast as

he could! Wanting to be with his friend so

badly, he flew down to the scatter garden. He

was crying so hard he could hardly see his way.

He perched himself on a low limb just above

the garden and quietly murmured to himself:

Grief

is really just love.

It is all the love you want to give,

but cannot.

All the unspent love

gathers in the corners of your eyes,

the lump in your throat,

and in the hollow part of your chest.

Grief

is just love with no place to go.

– poem by Janis Anderson

The Little Ol Lady – Doris Cann
The Cat – Moo-Moo
The Tall Man – Sam Cardwell
His dog – Sophie
Loud talking – Security, to remove the bat
The Bat - came into 1st Floor Brookhaven
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The C303 Cheetah
by Kay Gantt

So, you’ve met Clyd, have you?

There he sat throughout the pandemic

on the lower shelf of the table outside my door,

a piece of art without a name, low key, wearing

a mask. Having enjoyed living at WC for seven

plus years, I am sure he felt honored to remind

all residents and staff of the importance of

wearing a mask. In recognition of his noble

efforts, I decided to name him Clyd.

He is not just any Cheetah. Clyd is a piece

of Capodimonte Italian porcelain, a soft-paste

porcelain produced by a factory established in

1743, at the Palazzo of Capodimonte by

Charles III of Naples. The business moved near

Madrid, Spain, in 1759, and is still in operation

today.

Clyd came to Lynchburg in the early 1990s

by way of New York City, where he briefly

resided in a gift shop at Radio City Music Hall.

Joe and I wandered in, just looking. The sales

lady spotted Joe and with a smile approached

and congratulated him on his good taste in fine

porcelain. 

Values for Capodimonte porcelain vary

from a few hundred dollars for a small plain

piece to tens of thousands of dollars for a large,

highly decorative one. The price of $3,000 plus

tax and shipping caused me to pause, but for

Joe, it was a done deal.  

Clyd, the unmasked Cheetah
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In August 1955, Hurricane Connie

roared up the East Coast, taking aim at

central Virginia, including Lynchburg. My E.C.

Glass senior classmate, Fred Thayer, and I had

just passed the amateur, or what is also known

as ham radio, license examination and were

itching to exercise our new communication

skills in a real community emergency. We knew

that with the hurricane, electric power would

fail and property damage would probably be

extensive, so operating from our homes was not

an option. There were no cell phones nor

internet.

WLVA’s transmitter, housed in a sturdy

concrete building located in the Boonsboro area

of Lynchburg, had emergency power. We

secured permission to establish an emergency

ham radio station at the site. We would provide

backup contact when power and public

communications systems in Lynchburg failed

and also could give the WLVA announcer

emergency data that we acquired from our

radios. In addition, we would maintain contact

with other hams on the East Coast who were

experiencing the storm to determine what was

headed our way. As it turned out, Lynchburg

survived the storm despite some damage to

homes, trees and utilities. And it gave hams in

the community the opportunity to exercise their

emergency communication skills.

You may be asking why is amateur radio

called ham radio? It goes back to 1912, when

Guglio Marconi developed a way to send and

receive code signals without a wire through the

air from the United States to Europe. It was

called wireless telegraphy. The interest in this

feat was enormous. One account was that three

Harvard students set up a station on campus

that transmitted code. Since there were no call

signs, they used the first letter of each of their

names, which was HAM. It was considered one

of the first stations. 

Another or perhaps concurrent founding

story was the notion that many saw commercial

possibilities and pursued the new technology as a

profession, as a life-long commercial and income

generating effort. Others saw it as an intellectual

pursuit, a hobby, to explore and expand their

own knowledge of the technology. Because these

individuals were not professionals in the

technology, they were pejoratively called hams,

like “ham actors” or “ham fisted” mechanics.

The name stuck and hams chose to keep it. 

Today, there are over 700,000 licensed ham

operators in the United States and millions

overseas, the United States and the world,

including Lynchburg, who travel on their own

dime to storm and flood-ravaged areas where

commercial communication has been curtailed

and emergency services are stressed. 

Amateur (Ham) Radio: 
Seniors’ Window to the World

by Dick Hiner
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One would think that with all the new layers

of modern technology, that response to local

emergencies would be easily covered. This isn’t

always the case. Take for example, the recent

bombing in Nashville that took out much of the

nearby communication capability of the AT&T

center, interrupting cell service, computer

networks in several states, and many other

capabilities we take for granted. There is a

tendency to think that because of all the new

communication technology that there is

adequate backup for any eventuality. Nashville

proved there isn’t. The internet can collapse.

Cell service can fail. Satellite circuits can break

down. And yes, windmills can freeze.

In the past 35 years many amateur radio

operators have been WC residents. Several hams

live here today and operate daily from their

homes. WC’s acceptance of ham radio operators

stems from the tenure of the previous WC

president and CEO “H” Cary who also is a

ham. He set the precedent for allowing resident

ham operators to function at WC, including the

construction of outside antennae. Today there

are three active ham operators with stations at

WC. The author of this article and Randy Davis

operate from their cottages, and Paul Perrone

has a station at his apartment. 

Collington, a retirement community in

Mitchellvile, Maryland, embraced ham radio as

an enticement to attract ham operators who

believed they would have to give up their life-long

hobby, a source of human service amd enjoyment

if they moved into a care facility. With the aid of

other hams and prospective hams, a working club

station was established at Collington. Soon there

was a clamor among residents to obtain a ham

license to operate, and they began talking to

fellow hams all over the world. Residents also

worked with other deployed hams who were

providing emergency aid in areas of floods,

hurricanes, power failures and other emergencies

requiring assistance. Collington believes it is

connecting its retirement community to the world. 

Some of us have discussed the possibility of

establishing an amateur radio club station at

Westminster Canterbury Lynchburg, available for

the use of any properly licensed amateur. An

amateur radio club station at WC would be

installed somewhere in the main buildings where

emergency generator power is available. Classes

would be provided for residents to obtain a ham

license to operate. Equipment would be donated

by area hams who would also provide installation

and maintenance. The station would be another

quality-of-life feature and opportunity for

Westminster Canterbury residents. 
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First Snow
by Jeff Wilson

O n January 31, 2021, the first significant

snowfall, four to six inches, in over 600

days covered Lynchburg and central Virginia. It

was the first snow Sandra and I experienced as

Westminster Canterbury residents. 

We all remember our firsts, don’t we? I

always tell my retiring physician friends that, as

I found out, you will remember the first

snowstorm after your retirement. You don’t

worry about making rounds at the hospital,

getting to the office or being on call for your

practice. The weather forecast the night before

is not full of dread and anxiety. Instead, you get

up leisurely, observe the falling snow and have a

second cup of coffee. This will be a snow to

remember.

In the 1960s and 1970s Lynchburg had

colder winters and larger snowstorms. Usually,

at least two storms with 10- to 14-inch

accumulations occurred. In Hello, Friend (copy

in the library, on pages 45 and 46), Dr. George

Craddock’s experiences delivering healthcare in

the snow include a memory shared by fellow

physician Bob Glenn. One evening, after

finishing rounds at Centra Virginia Baptist

Hospital, George felt uneasy about one of his

patients (a sixth sense?), an elderly widow who

lived alone on Rivermont Avenue. Would she

hurt herself trying to get around in the snow?

He walked through the snow to her home where

he found her fallen, outside, with a broken hip. 

Bob also remembers starting a one-and-half

mile walk to Virginia Baptist Hospital to make

rounds after a fresh 14-inch snowfall one cold

February morning in the early 1980s. As he

came by the Williams Home on Langhorne

Road, he noticed a peculiar pattern of

footprints ahead. An everted left foot and a

cane tip imprint beside the right footprint.

“This can only be one person,” he thought.

Indeed, he caught up with George, two decades

older, preceding Bob on the trek to the hospital

to care for his patients.

Most physicians at that time felt compelled

to get to the hospital for rounds even if their

offices were closed. After one large snowfall, the

News & Advance published an article showing

Bob Bowden cross-country skiing to reach the

hospital for his rounds. There was one day in

35 years of practice when an ice storm made it

impossible for me to get to the hospital. I only

had one patient at Virginia Baptist Hospital,

and I made rounds by phone, my first

telemedicine experience.

Snow was simply an encumbrance to

medical practice. The office policy with respect

to office staff members driving in from Madison

Heights, Appomattox and Rustburg was to take

no chances. Stay home if road conditions were

too risky. They knew I hated the disruption
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continued on page 12

snow caused at the office. Sometimes they were

hoping for a “snow day.” That changed with

the new office policy (probably illegal now) of

“No patients, no office, no pay.” When

inclement snowy weather was expected, it was

impossible to predict how it affected the

patients. Usually, a farmer from Big Island

would show up for his 8 a.m. appointment, but

the patient from the Jefferson House apartments

next door could not make it to the office.

Before beginning my Duke education in

September 1964, I lived in Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania, during my high school years. Trips

home at Thanksgiving, Christmas and spring

break always involved snow, either fresh snow or

grey remnants of plowed heaps, reminders of the

lengthy winter effects. The trips back to Duke

usually started with snow on the roof and hood

of the car melting and flying off as we hit the

Virginia border near Sperryville. Windows were

down by the time we entered North Carolina.

Once back in Durham, we ditched winter clothes

and resumed our college garb of shorts, T-shirts,

and loafers, sans socks. By the time I finished my

Duke training in July 1979, I did not care if I

ever saw another snowflake.

The first snow we experienced in Lynchburg

was one weekend in March 1979, when we

came house hunting. A late spring snow fell the

day before our trip, and, as we drove north on

501, we saw the transition from a Durham and

northern North Carolina ice storm, leaving tall

pines snapped in half, to three inches of snow in

Lynchburg. We actually bought our 5316

Hickory Hill home 41 years ago without seeing

the driveway, walkways, or deck, all covered

with snow.

We moved to Lynchburg in July 1979. The

first snow we experienced as new residents

occurred just before Thanksgiving. In a mild

panic, “Had we moved too far north?” we

made our first major purchase, an Englander

wood burning stove for the basement fireplace.

Over the next 40 years, the Englander served us

well. Each year I chain-sawed two or three trees

and split the wood for that year’s use. The

entire basement was well heated in the winter

and vents to the family room up above kept it

comfortable as well.

There were two spells when we lost

electricity for seven or eight days, one following

the derecho June 29, 2012, and the other during

the winter of 1996. We cooked on the wood

stove, slept in the basement, and showered daily

thanks to our gas water heater. At first, we took

pride in surviving like real pioneers without

electricity. But by the third day, the novelty had

worn off. Sandra had had enough. “I want
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First Snow
continued from page 11

electricity, central heat and TV.” This was

before cell phones, but I doubt that streaming

on the internet would have been enough to get

her beyond the three-day limit of pioneer life.

For the last year and a half, I have not seen

any snow. Our local weatherman, George

Flickinger, has longed for it. The four- to five-

inch snow has only whetted his appetite for

more. I remember the weatherman in Pittsburgh

who refused to forecast snow. He would give

the national weather predictions but end up

denying any local inclement weather. When he

was being relocated to Miami, his station

friends celebrated his farewell by playing a

videotape of a prior hurricane ravaging Miami,

presented as a film of that day’s weather.

So, all day Sunday, January 31, Sandra and I

watched from our 5th floor apartment window

as the grounds crew cleared the roads and

parking lots, then the sidewalks, and finally our

cars. Except for the mild inconvenience of

taking Murphy, our 15-year-old Maltese, out for

his bathroom breaks, the snow could be

appreciated for its beauty. It was no longer an

encumbrance interrupting patient rounds at the

hospital or a call to pick up the snow shovel

and start clearing paths on walks or driveways

at home or office. 

It was a new, “First Snow.” 

2021 –
A Longed-For New Year

by Annette Loschert 

EXPECTATION
The new year dawns with expectant hope
A ray of light shining through the darkness
Where more is less, and less is more
And a brighter future raps at our door

PROMISE
Here’s to a promise of refreshment and renewal
A devastating pandemic that comes to an end
A horizon that promises crystal clear skies
Where weariness lessens and anxiety subsides

REBIRTH
Here’s to liberation from networked Zoom imagery
And a homecoming of indispensable human touch 
Celebrating the warmth of a supportive community
By supplanting isolation with welcome unity

Here’s to reliance on trust, more willing than
suspicion
Escape from chaos and promise of newfound
stability
When reaching out to others outshines reaching in
And we joyously invite a new chapter to begin

LOVE 
Here’s to a world where hate surrenders and love
excels
Where an abundance of caring and trust triumph
And neediness is met with lavish kindness 
As we escape the darkness, letting a ray of light
restore
Where more is less, and less is more

ALLELUIA
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The Pearls Of Zen
by Gwen Solyom

P earls are made out of an intense

reality; the oyster’s suffering is made

into something precious. 

Sometimes I walk on the Nature Trail for

exercise. I go briskly. Sometimes I walk on the

Nature Trail and stop at the string of benches for

spots of contemplation, meditation or prayer. I

regard the benches as pearls along a string.

The aim of meditation is to strengthen the

ability to focus on a single object or thought to

overcome problems or issues at their root. In

Zen, the Pearls of Wisdom are strings of

meditation moments strung together.

In prayer, there is room for silent focus. As it

is put in Matthew 6:6-8, “And when you pray,

do not keep babbling like Pagans…Your Father

knows what you need before you ask.” Again, in

Psalm 46:10, “Be still and know that I am God.”

In many parts of Christianity, beads of a rosary

are used for the focus of a string of prayer.

As I move down the string of benches I

might focus on the glow of a leaf as the sun

shines through it. At another, I might focus on

the wind upon my cheek or my own breathing.

At yet another, I might focus on the different

patterns of ripples, as the stream encounters

different objects.

Zen wants each person to see the world in a

new light, through direct experience in the

everyday world. Christianity invites each person

to see the world of God’s Creation in a new

light, to see how God’s purposes are fulfilled in

the world.

Pearls on a string are precious and too rare.

(And too rare?)
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The Basement Family Room
by Tippie DeLeo

During the middle of my seventh grade

in Galveston, Texas, the family learned

we would move to Climax, Colorado. This was

huge! Galveston is an island at sea level off the

Texas coast, and Climax is a mining town at the

top of the continental divide, 11,360 feet altitude.

We would go from beaching and swimming to

snow and skiing. Actually, we kids had never seen

real snow, only a dusting during an occasional

winter when we actually had to put on coats. We

were going from the tropics (with no air

conditioning) to alpine scenery and weather, where

it started to snow in October and snow stayed on

the ground into April. The move would be an

adventure for sure!

I only realized what the change meant to my

parents when I was an older adult. I have often

wondered how they managed. In 1941, my

parents and two older brothers were immigrants

to the United States. They came to America with

several other Dutch families from Indonesia, or

The Dutch East Indies as it was known then, via

Switzerland where they took refuge from Japan’s

World War II invasion of Indonesia. Their plan

was to start up a tin smelting business in Texas for

the American government and to return to

Indonesia after the war.

Life did not go according to plan. The tin

smelting business went fine during the war but

dwindled afterwards. The other Dutch families

moved to Holland, their original home. We

couldn’t return to Indonesia because of the

political situation that occurred following the war.

When the Japanese left Indonesia, there was a

rebellion for independence resulting in the Dutch

East Indies no longer existing, and the Dutch not

welcomed. This was an enormous disappointment

for Pop. Indonesia was the only home he had ever

known except for the years he spent at Delft in

Holland earning his engineering degrees. 

By 1953, the family had grown to seven

children, and I was 12. I could hear Mom and Pop

talking in soft voices deep into the night, laying

another plan. Jobs in the States were hard to come

by because of the return of the military. Mom and

Pop hadn’t applied for American citizenship because

the original plan was to return to Indonesia. After

several months, Pop finally got a position at the

Climax Mining Company in Colorado as chief

mechanical and maintenance engineer.

We had a large car similar to the Chevy

Suburban, but it was called the Chevy Carry-All.

We piled in, headed west, and the adventure began.

The Climax Company provided housing for all

the employees with the homes located on top of

the mountain. A clear hierarchy system decided

the house each family would occupy. This class

system was not based on family needs, such as

size, but, rather, on the position in the company

held by the head of the household. The “big” boss

lived in the one grand and beautiful, stucco house.

Two ramblers with three bedrooms and a garage

went to the individuals hired as second in

command. Other professional engineers were
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assigned to three-bedroom ramblers with one

bathroom and a garage. Our house was at

Timberline, where due to the high altitude and

subsequent low oxygen levels trees did not grow,

only alpine flowers. The rest of the miners and

families lived in apartments in several three- and

four-story apartment buildings. 

I go to such description of the homes because

this is the heart of my story.

Imagine living with seven children in a three-

bedroom house with one bathroom! In our family,

dinner was always an occasion. Each night we sat

around a large round table. Everybody was there,

no exceptions. But this house didn’t have a dining

room. This house didn’t have a family room. This

house didn’t have enough room for all the beds.

So, Pop went right to work.

With the help of my two older brothers, he first

enclosed the garage and divided the space into two

rooms. One part was a bedroom for my parents

and the other was the dining room housing the

round table. A lot more than eating took place at

this table. Around its sturdy center Mom

orchestrated family celebrations. At this table Mom

cooked the first turkey when we celebrated

Thanksgiving and Pop encouraged family

discussions. All were expected to participate.

Still missing was a family room. In my parents’

bedroom there was an opening in the floor much as

you might have today as an opening into an attic. It

had a cover, but an opening, nonetheless. Pop had

investigated the crawlspace under the house, which

was accessed through the opening in the floor. And

so, the plan emerged and work began. 

Everybody had to help. The boys and Pop dug

up the dirt in the crawl space, filling buckets with

the dirt as they went along. My sisters and I stood

ready at the opening in the floor to pick up the

buckets and empty the dirt outside. Pop and the

boys carved out enough dirt in the crawl space,

which was truly a “crawl space,” to allow

everyone to stand up straight. It was no longer a

“crawl” space. 

There was enough room for a pingpong table.

Along one wall, Pop built a wooden workbench

with his tools all neatly lining the wall behind.

Opposite the workbench enough dirt had been left

to create a sort of bench on which we could sit.

We invited our friends to parties in our family

room and served the expected bowls of potato

chips. It was glorious! We had a family room that

we could share with friends!

My best friend in Climax was Linda. Linda’s

Dad was one of the big bosses and she lived in one

of the big houses, but her parties couldn’t light a

candle to the fun we had in our family room. It

just goes to show…when there’s a will, there’s a

way. Like Pop would say, “You have to play the

hand you’re dealt and make it work.” 

After Pop retired, he and Mom visited

Indonesia. It was all so changed. The home where

he grew up was now a school. Life changes and

you have to change with it. 
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Things Are Not Always What They Seem
by Antal E. Sólyom

I owe an introductory comment. Based

on my earlier research on the early

emotional development in infancy (30 years

ago), I developed a theory of addiction (not

drug dependence!) whereby addictions are

maladaptive and pathologic attachments.

Harmful substances, that is, activities and

fantasies to which attachments develop, are

experienced as reliable affect regulators. 

For the sake of common parlance, I would

refer to mood regulation, i.e., the ways in which

we deal with sadness, anxiety, fear, anger or

excitement, etc. Such mood regulators could be

alcohol and nicotine, too. Drinking or smoking

do not necessarily mean either addiction or

dependence. However, once a mood regulator

gains controlling power over the individual, we

talk about the disease of addiction. The

instructive case is as follows:

Mrs. A. became a heavy drinker in her late

40s. She tried to hide it, but some of her friends

found her drunk at times. Her husband was on

the road for days at a time. He was greatly

surprised by his wife’s heavy drinking and

agreed that she needed rehabilitation. When

admitted to Centra’s Pathways program, she

realized she didn’t belong there and left angrily

after four days. 

However, she accepted that she needed help

and agreed to see me. It became evident during

the first session that she used alcohol to get out

of her depressed mood and to numb her psychic

pain. She felt abandoned and devalued because

it seemed to her that her husband saw his job as

more important than her. She knew she would

not need another drink if her husband had

understood her emotional needs.                                                                                                                             

The two agreed to have a conjoint session.

He wanted to know how she had become an

“alcoholic.” I explained to him that after their

children left the home, she felt depressed and

devalued, but his presence provided

compensatory mood regulation. However, she

lost that by him spending much time away.  She

couldn’t find a constructive mood regulator that

could have substituted for her husband’s role in

keeping her feeling well about herself. She

resorted to drinking, a maladaptive choice of

mood regulation. Her husband fully understood

my interpretation and was greatly relieved that

she was not an alcoholic! They both gained

insight into the need of healthy mood

regulation. They left empowered and satisfied.

Her “alcoholism” was resolved in three

sessions.

Sólyom, A. E. (1991) The disease of addiction. News Digest,
Mental Health Services, Centra Health 4/2: 3-5.
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Just Right Library
by Susan Haugan

“M ommy, how big is big?” “Daddy,

how small is small?” When I was

very young, 4 or 5, maybe 6, my questions were

often framed in a “Goldilocks” kind of universe.

Maybe that’s because I had an older (read big)

brother, and a younger, decidedly smaller, baby

sister. Being in the middle has its advantages,

but that’s another story for another day.

But size is a very special adjective when I

remember the premiere library of my life. 

I am a native Californian, a Southern

Californian, and that means all the buildings

that a little girl in the ’50s would know about,

homes and schools and even churches, had few

steps and were often just a few inches off the

ground. So, imagine my surprise the very first

time that I was taken to a building where the

Goldilocks paradigm came into play.

One typically hot Southern California

morning heralded an even hotter afternoon

when we approached a gigantic granite building

with graceful steps leading to a set of three

beautiful brass trimmed doors. The door in the

middle went round and round like a merry-go-

round. I was awed and enchanted with the huge

columns that supported the structure. I must

have started up the steps because I remember

that my mother called me away. And then I saw

it. A small cubby of a door with shallow steps

leading… down.

How could this be? Down meant into the

ground, a hard surface that you ran on, played

on and walked on: full stop. And yet we were

stepping down into it and what a dream I

stepped into that hot morning. As soon as the

door opened to an Aladdin’s cave of treasures, a

tidal wave of cool air hit me, and my eyes filled

with the wonderful treasure…books. And not

just any books, books for kids! There were

bright windows that sat down on the ground,

and best of all, furniture just my size. 

Goldilocks got the fright of her life when she

woke up to find the three bears demanding an

apology. Fortunately, I never woke up. My

remembrance of that first cave of treasures, that

“Open Sesame!” is mine in memory and

whenever I visit a library. All because of the

“Just Right Library.”
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D eath is not necessarily a comfortable

topic to read about, unless it is artfully

and skillfully examined by a gifted writer. When

that writer also causes you to laugh out loud, death

is not so daunting. Such was the case when I read

the first page of the debut novel by Swedish writer

Fredrik Backman, A Man Called Ove. I laughed

and didn’t stop for the next 300 plus pages.

Fifty-nine-year-old Ove lives in a nice little

house in an ordinary Swedish neighborhood and

drives a Saab. Unfortunately, after 40 years of

marriage, he’s now jobless and alone. “What did

they know about waking up on a Tuesday and no

longer having a purpose?” is a question Ove asks

himself daily. Ove tends to see the world in black

and white, while his wife Sonja was color. No

wonder he’s cranky. Yet, behind this grumpy

exterior lies a story tinged with sadness. So, when

a chatty young couple with two young boisterous

daughters moves in next door and accidentally

flatten Ove’s mailbox, it is a lead-in to a comical

and heartwarming tale of unkempt cats,

unexpected friendship and the ancient art of

backing up a U-Haul. 

A few months after his wife passes away, Ove

decides to kill himself and starts making careful

preparations. But his neighbors, who vary from

wacky to entertainingly bothersome, continue to

interrupt his efforts. Soon his seemingly endless

days become filled with unexpected twists of fate

and unlikely friendships. Ove is so caught up in

solving other people’s problems, his death wish

turns into hopeful purpose. Backman’s novel is a

charming exploration of the profound impact one

life has on countless others.

Only the Brits can turn death into a career

path, which is what you find in Richard Roper’s

debut, How Not to Die Alone (retitled Something

to Live For in the paperback version). Roper’s

protagonist, Andrew, works in a thankless London

public health job, searching for the next of kin of

those who die alone. But he goes home to a loving

family every night, or does he? That is what his

boss and co-workers believe. A misunderstanding

has left sensitive, mild-mannered Andrew trapped

in his own white lie and his lonely apartment.

Then, new employee Peggy breezes into the office

like a breath of fresh air and causes Andrew to feel

truly alive for the first time in decades. But will

Andrew risk losing everything if he finally tells her

and his co-workers the truth?

Andrew’s job at the Death Administration takes

him into the deceased’s empty and often untidy

homes in search of clues to their next of kin or

money to pay for a funeral. Roper sprinkles these

sad and lonely places with hilarious bits of

conversation between Andrew and Peggy that keep

the reader from getting bogged down in the maudlin

circumstances. Each encounter with Peggy provides

Andrew with the courage he needs to face his lies

and regrets and make changes. This book is a

charming, poignant yet funny story that will have

you cheering Andrew on, encouraging him to tell the

truth and get to the happy ending that he deserves.

Both books would make great book club

reads and I’m certain would bring about some

interesting discussions. Enjoy both of these for a

bit of light-hearted and fun reading.

Editor’s Note: A Man Called Ove was the official

submission for Best Foreign Language Film at the

2017 Academy Awards. 

Book Reviews

Finding Humor 
In Death

by Connie C. Sowa
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The Eighty-Dollar Champion: Snowman, the

Horse That Inspired a Nation. Elizabeth Letts

(E Ra L651) Nonfiction. A beaten-down horse

and a Dutch immigrant achieve stardom.

A Woman of Firsts: The Midwife Who Built a

Hospital and Changed the World. Edna Adan

Ismail. (L Me I 83) “The Muslim Mother

Teresa.” Nonfiction.

The Heart Goes Last: A Novel. Margaret Atwood

(F A887h) Science Fiction and Fantasy. A

married couple struggles to cope with economic

and social collapse.

Memory Man. David Baldacci (F B175m) First

in a series of six books featuring Amos Decker,

a police detective who enjoys – suffers from? – a

perfect memory.

Salt Houses. Hala Alyan (F A477s) Historical

fiction. A Palestinian family uprooted in the

wake of the Six-Day War of 1967 endures

multiple dislocations.

Empires of the Sky. Alexander Rose (S Co R791)

The story of ”Zeppelins, Airplanes, and Two Men’s

Epic Duel to Rule the World.” Nonfiction.

Sisters First: Stories from Our Wild and

Wonderful Life. Jenna Bush Hager and Barbara

Pierce Bush (B B979b) For adults and children: a

memoir that celebrates the bonds of sisterhood.

The Girl Who Chased the Moon: A Novel.

Sarah Addison Allen (F A429 g) Mysteries and

magic abound in the town of Mullaby, NC.

A Charitable Body: A Novel of Suspense. Robert

Barnard (F B259c) Felicity Peace, wife of a

Yorkshire cop, is asked to oversee a stately home

donated to the nation. Difficulties arise.

MBS: The Rise to Power of Mohammed Bin

Salman. Ben Hubbard (B S171m) Biography.

“The Gripping Chronicle of Saudi Arabia’s

Secretive and Mercurial New Ruler.”

Good Things I Wish You: A Novel. Manette A.

Ansay (F A6a17g) The love stories of two

characters separated by two centuries are

juxtaposed: one an accomplished pianist, the

other an aspiring novelist.

A Walk Across the Sun. Corban Addison

(F A225w) A Washington, D.C., attorney

devotes a sabbatical year to working with an

NGO that pursues human traffickers in

Mumbai, India. Chilling encounters ensue.

Strickler Library Notes
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Compiled by Martha Wilson
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Turkey Tail Mushroom found on the Nature Trail.


